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Abstract

In recency rank encoding, the encoder reads along the source text,
and, as each symbol s is read, the code symbol cj is added to the code
text, where j is the number of distinct symbols which have appeared
since the previous occurrence of s. We consider an idealized source
text model which is two-way infinite (Z-indexed), and where at each
position, independently, one of m source symbols s1, ..., sm is chosen at
random according to fixed global frequencies f1, ..., fm > 0. Applying
recency rank encoding to this source text yields a two-way infinite code
text on code symbols c0, ..., cm−1, and we let gi = gi(f1, ..., fm) denote
the probability that the symbol at a given source index is encoded by
ci. We prove that g0 ≥ . . . ≥ gm−1, with equality at any point if and
only if f1 = . . . = fm = 1

m
, confirming a conjecture of Buhse et al. [1].

1 Introduction

Consider a source text written with symbols s1, . . . , sm. When applying
recency rank encoding, each source symbol s is encoded by code symbol cj ,
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where j is the number of distinct source symbols appearing since the previous
occurrence of s. For example, in the section of source text . . . s3s1s4s4s2s1 . . .,
the final s1 would be encoded by c2, since two distinct source symbols (s2 and
s4) have appeared since the previous occurrence of s1. Together with a way
to get the encoding ‘off the ground’ for the first appearance of each source
symbol1, recency rank encoding becomes a well-defined encoding method
with straightforward decoding when the code symbols are prefix-free words
over some code alphabet.

Recency rank encoding was introduced by Elias [2], though an equivalent
scheme—now known as the BSTW Algorithm—was introduced by Bentley
et al. [3]. One benefit of recency rank encoding is that it is naturally im-
plemented as an online algorithm, requiring only a single pass over the data
(Huffman coding requires two passes). Another benefit is that if occurrences
of source symbols tend to be clumped together in the source text, recency
rank encoding will take advantage of this if ci has few bits for small i.

Though it must be admitted that recency rank encoding has not found
wide use, it certainly leads to interesting mathematical questions. In this
paper we investigate the action of recency rank encoding on an idealized
source text which is two-way infinite (Z-indexed), and where at each posi-
tion, independently, one of m source symbols s1, ..., sm is chosen at random
according to fixed global frequencies f1, ..., fm > 0. Applying recency rank
encoding to this source text yields a two-way infinite code text on code sym-
bols c0, ..., cm−1, and we let gi = gi(f1, ..., fm) denote the probability that the
symbol at a given source index is encoded by ci

2. Note that since the statis-
tics of the source text are the same under translation, each gi is independent
of the source index chosen.

A variety of questions can be asked about the code frequencies g0, ..., gm−1.
How are the gi related to the fi and each other? Could we expect to improve
on a compression scheme by applying it not to the original source text but
to its recency rank encoding?

In Buhse et al. [1], the authors make two conjectures in this vein:

1. g0 ≥ ... ≥ gm−1, with equality at any point if and only if f1 = ... =
fm = 1/m.

2. Applying Huffman coding (see, for example, [4]) to the recency rank

1For example by preceding the source message with the string s1s2 . . . sm
2The zero-probability event that there is no prior occurrence of a symbol is not relevant

for our results. If the reader wished, they could encode this situation by any of the ci (or
some new symbol) without altering the gi of interest.
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encoding yields compression no better than applying Huffman coding
directly to source text. More precisely, if we let {ui}

m
i=1, {vi}

m−1
i=0 be the

respective Huffman code words for frequencies f1, ..., fm and g0, ..., gm−1

then
m
∑

i=1

fi · lgth(ui) ≤
m−1
∑

i=0

gi · lgth(vi).

Buhse et al. proved part of the first conjecture, establishing that g0 ≥ g1
with equality exactly when f1 = ... = fm = 1

m
. In this paper we establish

the full first conjecture.

2 Preliminaries

It will be convenient, in introducing notation, to fix an index in the (Z-
indexed) source text for consideration. We choose index 0 for this purpose
and for the remainder of the paper take gi to be the probability that the
source symbol at index 0 is encoded as ci. As noted in the introduction, the
translational invariance of the source text assures that each gi is independent
of this choice.

With this convention in place, we now define the event, denoted by
[sjW

∗(S ′)sj], which forms the base of our analysis.

Definition 2.1. Let S ′ be a proper subset of source symbol set S = {s1, ..., sm},
and let sj be a source symbol in S−S ′ . We let [sjW

∗(S ′)sj ] denote the event
on the source text where the following conditions are all met:

1. The source symbol at index 0 is sj.

2. The sj at index 0 is immediately preceded by a segment of arbitrary
length using only the symbols of S ′, which must contain all the symbols in S ′

(repetitions are allowed).

3. The segment of the above condition is immediately preceded by the sym-
bol sj.

The notation [sjW
∗(S ′)sj ] is meant to describe these conditions pictori-

ally: the rightmost sj representing the sj at index 0, the W ∗(S ′) representing
the preceding ‘word’ on all the symbols of S ′, and the leftmost sj representing
the sj immediately preceding that word. Note that this definition allows the
possibility that S ′ is empty, in which case the event translates to the symbols
at index 0 and −1 both being sj .
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The key point is that if |S ′| = k, and the event [sjW
∗(S ′)sj ] occurs, the

source symbol at index 0 will be encoded by ck. A bit of thought shows that
whenever the symbol at index 0 is encoded as ck, it is due to exactly one
event of this type occurring, yielding the following useful expression for gi.

Lemma 2.2. For i ∈ {0, ..., m− 1},

gi =
∑

sj∈S

∑

S′∈(S−{sj}

i
)

P [sjW
∗(S ′)sj]

�

Here, we have used the notation
(

S−{sj}
i

)

to denote the set of all subsets of
S − {sj} of size i, and have written P [sjW

∗(S ′)sj] to denote the probability
of the event [sjW

∗(S ′)sj].
We end this preliminary section with a simple piece of notation which we

will use frequently.

Definition 2.3. Let S ′ be a subset of S = {s1, ..., sm}. Then we define

P (S ′) =
∑

si∈S′

fi

In other words, we let P (S ′) denote the sum of the frequencies of the
source symbols in S ′.

3 Main results

Recall that our aim is to establish, under the described source text model,
that g0 ≥ g1 ≥ ... ≥ gm−1. The additional result that equality holds at any
point exactly when all fi are equal will follow easily from the proof.

Our approach is to show that gi−1 − gi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ {1, ..., m − 1}.
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 yield convenient expressions for gi and gi−1. Lemma 3.1
establishes a recursive identity, key for the proof of Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.1. For S ′ a non-empty proper subset of S = {s1, ..., sm}, sj ∈
S − S ′,

P [sjW
∗(S ′)sj] =

∑

sk∈S′

fkP [sjW
∗(S ′ − {sk})sj]

1− P (S ′ − {sk})− fk
.
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Proof. The idea is to break into cases based on the source symbol at index
-1.

P [sjW
∗(S ′)sj ] =

∑

sk∈S
′

P [sjW
∗(S ′)sksj ] + P [sjW

∗(S ′ − {sk})sksj]

=P [sjW
∗(S ′)sj ]

∑

sk∈S
′

fk +
∑

sk∈S
′

fkP [sjW
∗(S ′ − {sk})sj]

Combining terms and dividing gives

P [sjW
∗(S ′)sj ] =

∑

sk∈S
′

fkP [sjW
∗(S ′ − {sk})sj]

1− P (S ′)

Substituting P (S ′) = P (S ′ − {sk}) + fk then gives the result.

Lemma 3.2. For i ∈ {1, ..., m− 1},

gi =
∑

{sj ,sk}∈(S2)

∑

S
′∈(S−{sj,sk}

i−1
)

fkP [sjW
∗(S

′
)sj ]

1− P (S ′)− fk
+

fjP [skW
∗(S

′
)sk]

1− P (S ′)− fj
.

Proof. As noted in Section 2,

gi =
∑

sj∈S

∑

S′∈(S−{sj}

i
)

P [sjW
∗(S

′

)sj ]

By the previous lemma, we then have

gi =
∑

sj∈S

∑

S′∈(S−{sj}

i
)

∑

sk∈S
′

fkP [sjW
∗(S ′ − {sk})sj]

1− P (S ′ − {sk})− fk

Now we reindex. With a little thought, the reader will see that the sets of
ordered triples

{(sj, sk, S
′); sk ∈ S ′ ∈

(

S − {sj}

i

)

} and

{(sj , sk, S
′); sj 6= sk, S ′ ∈

(

S − {sj, sk}

i− 1

)

}
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are in bijection. Thus we have

gi =
∑

(sj ,sk)
sj 6=sk

∑

S
′∈(S−{sj,sk}

i−1
)

fkP [sjW
∗(S ′)sj]

1− P (S ′)− fk

Pairing indices of the form ((sj, sk), S
′) and ((sk, sj), S

′) then gives the result.

Lemma 3.3. For i ∈ {1, ..., m− 1},

gi−1 =
∑

{sj ,sk}∈(S2)

∑

S
′∈(S−{sj,sk}

i−1
)

fkP [sjW
∗(S

′
)sj]

1− P (S ′)− fj
+

fjP [skW
∗(S

′
)sk]

1− P (S ′)− fk
.

Proof. As in the previous Lemma, we have

gi−1 =
∑

sj∈S

∑

S′∈(S−{sj}

i−1
)

P [sjW
∗(S

′

)sj ]

To achieve a form compatible with the previous result, we introduce a variable
sk to our indexing by noting that for any sj ∈ S − S ′

1 =
∑

sk∈S−S′−{sj}

fk
P (S − S ′ − {sj})

=
∑

sk∈S−S′−{sj}

fk
1− P (S ′)− fj

Thus we have

gi−1 =
∑

sj∈S

∑

S′∈(S−{sj}

i−1
)

∑

sk∈S−S′−{sj}

fkP [sjW
∗(S

′
)sj]

1− P (S ′)− fj

Performing a reindexing similar to the previous Lemma and pairing terms
yields the result.

Theorem 3.4. For positive source frequencies f1, ...fm, we have

g0 ≥ g1 ≥ ... ≥ gm−1.

At each point, equality is attained if and only if f1 = ... = fm = 1
m

(in which
case we have equality at every point).
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Proof. We show that we have gi−1 − gi ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, ..., m − 1}. Before
applying the previous two lemmas we note that

P [sjW
∗(S ′)sj ]

f 2
j

=
P [skW

∗(S ′)sk]

f 2
k

.

This identity can be seen by comparing corresponding terms in an expansion
of each side over all values of W ∗(S

′
). Letting λ equal either side of this

identity, we apply the preceding two lemmas to yield

gi−i − gi =
∑

{sj ,sk}∈(S2)

∑

S
′
∈(S−{sj,sk}

i−1
)

fjf
2
kλ− fkf

2
j λ

1− P (S ′)− fk
+

fkf
2
j λ− fjf

2
kλ

1− P (S ′)− fj

=
∑

{sj ,sk}∈(S2)

∑

S
′∈(S−{sj,sk}

i−1
)

fjfkλ(fk − fj)

(

1

1− P (S ′)− fk
−

1

1− P (S ′)− fj

)

=
∑

{sj ,sk}∈(S2)

∑

S
′∈(S−{sj,sk}

i−1
)

fkfjλ(fk − fj)
2

(

1

(1− P (S ′)− fk)(1− P (S ′)− fj)

)

Each term of this sum is non-negative, and, since we have assumed each
fi > 0, any term in which fk 6= fj is strictly positive. Thus we have that
gi−1 − gi ≥ 0, with equality if and only if f1 = ... = fm, as desired.

4 Further Questions

One interesting area of future research would be to make progress on the
second conjecture of Buhse et al. (stated in the introduction), on the in-
terplay between Huffman coding and the recency rank transform. Another
interesting line of inquiry would be to investigate correlations between nearby
code symbols. For example, one could consider two source locations k in-
dices apart and look into the mutual information between the corresponding
code symbols. Computer simulation with frequencies f1 = f2 = f3 = f4 =

1
4

yield that the mutual information between adjacent code symbols (k=1) is
≈ .0001. With f1 =

7
10
, f2 = f3 = f4 =

1
10
, on the other hand, the mutual in-

formation between adjacent code symbols was ≈ .08. Both simulations were
carried out using the Python Random library and data was collected with
100,000 randomly generated source texts. Perhaps the mutual information
between two code symbols is zero exactly when all fi are equal.
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Another potentially interesting idea is to consider repeated application
of recency rank encoding, treating the produced code text as a source text
and so on. It seems likely that on repeated application the code frequencies
would tend toward the uniform distribution, and perhaps bounds could be
obtained on the rate of convergence.

A final line of inquiry might be to investigate the extent to which the
g0 ≥ g1 ≥ . . . ≥ gm−1 result holds under different source text models. It
certainly doesn’t hold generally (consider the sequence ...s1s2s3s1s2s3...), but
perhaps it holds for some broader class of source text models than considered
here.
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